No. Misc-01/001(6)2018-19/Budget

Dated: 15.10.2018

Subject: Analysis of Rationalization of Security Guards at offices of Prasar Bharti.

Reference: PBS OM vide letter No Misc-01/001(6)2018-19/Budget dated 5.09.2018

Budget wing of Prasar Bharti Secretariat had requested all field formations to provide the number of Security Guards deployed vide above referred OM to analyse the effect of implementation of rationalization in deployment of Security Guards. Accordingly, Budget Section of this secretariat has sent emails to all concerned field offices of Prasar Bharti, asking them to fill the data like Name of Station and No. Of Guards deployed (i.e. between Jan, 18 to July, 18) directly in Google form sent to them on their emails.

It is, however seen that only 190 field formations (both from AIR & DD) have provided data as on 14.10.18. It is also noticed that either emails of HoO/DDO are not being updated regularly or stations are not able to fill Google form. Hence, ADG(A):DG:DD/AIR and all ADG(E/P)(Zones) are requested to guide HoOs /HoEs/DDOs about the usages of Google form and sensitize them about need to regular checking of emails & official websites of PBS, DG:DD/AIR for updates besides enforcing them to use digital mode of correspondences.

Therefore, DDG(Security) of both the Directorate are requested to Collect/update the Data in the format being provided to them through emails. The attached excel file is having already data provided by the 190 units. It is further requested them to collect the data from all remaining field units (through digital mode or Google form only) & provide the consolidated data within 15 days of issue of this order. They are also requested to provide consolidated details in the below given format (in excel sheet only)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNo</th>
<th>Station Place &amp; State</th>
<th>Category(Kendra/PGF/DMC/HPT/SP PT/FM)</th>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>No of Sanctioned Security Guards as 01.08.2018</th>
<th>Sanction letter No</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Rajesh Kumar Sharma
Deputy Director (B&A)

ADG (A): AIR/DD, ADG (E): NABM, ADG (E)/(P): All Zones
DDG (A)/DDG(Security) : AIR/DD

Copy to:
1. DDA (Score): AIR/DD for compliance in this regard.
2. DDG (T) (PB): with request to get it uploaded on PB web-site.